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Abstract - Using solar P.V panels as a one of the sustainable approach in building are be common, nowadays. Finding a best 

way to add this panels to ancient buildings is very important. Using solar P.V panels as an integration system help us to 

achieve this goal. In these two case study we suggest that using this system. How we can use Solar P.V panels as an 
integration system in historic building for renovating or extension? It is the most important question in this paper. Our world 

face energy efficient problem, nowadays. On the other hand, historic building are being an important part of our culture and 

society. These kind of buildings are using as a tourist abortion place or the function of them are changed and used in new 

ways. Using this building with new way of energy usage are very important due to society and environment. Finding a best 

way to reach both of these goal are being an important problem ant it will be our problem in this paper. Historic building like 
other buildings need to renovate or extension. For this reason, using sustainable approach can help us to reach this goal. 

Using Solar P.V panels to generate electrician is being one of this ways. For protecting historic building, architecture can use 

solar panels as an integrations system it will be our aim. The method which can use in this research, is being finding 

minimum two samples of historic places, where are extension or renovate now. Then suggest that the integration solar P.V 

panels how can added to their new changes.  
 

Keywords - Historic Buildings, Renovate or Extension in Historic Building, Historic Buildings Energy Efficiency, 

Integration Solar P.V Panels. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Historic build ing is being our heritage nowadays. 

They show old culture and civ ilization in each 

society. Our new civilization built on these base. 

Keeping safe of these buildings is our duty. We have 

to maintenance of them for individuals in future. 

Most of this building need renovation in some parts. 

Choosing best method for their renovation is very 

important due to their function and validity 

(Omranipour, 2013). The duty of care and 

maintenance of these kind of buildings is done by 

special organization around the world. The action of 

this building is prepared by governmental program. 

They organize these building for different place such 

as museum, hotel, tourist absorption place… The 

money which need for maintenance of this building 

usually provide by themselves or private company. 

These kind of historic buildings are rented by private 

companies for various function (Navrud, S., & 

Ready, R. C. (Eds.). 2002). 

 

Historic buildings are needed some methods for 

understanding. It contain "repair, alteration, 

development or management, archaeological analysis, 

measured survey, architectural and landscape history, 

construction history documentary research, 

architectural paint analysis, dendrochronology and 

many other techniques (Clark, K. 2001).Alterat ions in 

valuable historical build ing is necessary but the 

important issue is about the limitation on it. The main  

plan of this buildings not allow to architecture to 

change them to the other conceptions. In the same 

way, in renovation not have to destroy historical 

elements in this buildings(Croci, G. 2000). In  

historical build ings ―a basic procedure to be followed 

in the restoration of them covers every step from 

choosing an architect and selecting that period in the 

building's history to be recreated, through historical, 

archaeological and architectural research and the 

execution of the restoration work." (Bullock Jr, O. 

M.1966).Using energy efficient methods in historic 

buildings are so interesting issue nowadays and 

generate "comfort standards is essential for 

improving sustainability and energy performance and 

for maintain ing built heritage of historic structures" ( 

Martínez-Molina, A., Tort-Ausina, I., Cho, S., 

&Vivancos, J. L. 2016). About 40% of energy use in 

city conception. Historic buildings as a part of city 

use a lot of energy and generate a huge amount of 

carbon dioxide. Use energy efficient methods in 

buildings decrease the cost of electricity and heat and 

carbon dioxide emissions. On the other hand these 

methods develop the quality of life in this build ings 

(Murgul, V. (2014). Sustainable buildings base on 

various main interrelated concepts: ―a comfortable 

indoor climate, maximum use of renewable energy, 

energy efficiency of the elements of the building as a 

whole "(Ristić, S., Polić-Radovanović, S., Jegdić, B. 

2012). Build ings use a various method of solar 

system nowadays. First part is passive solar system 

which include using sunlight for lighting with use 

window or sunspace. Next part is being active solar 

system. This part set solar P.V panels and solar hot 

collectors. Most of buildings use different methods to 

gather for saving energy and reduce amount money 

which pay for b ills by people. Professional companies 

join the competition for using famous architecture to 

construct solar buildings of (Hestnes, A. G.1999). 

Architecture use P.V panels as a facade in different 
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direction of buildings. In the same way, arch itecture 

can use it during constructing buildings or during 

renovation of buildings. The best way of using this 

system is using it as an integration system. These 

system give a different capability to these panels 

(Jesch, 1997). 

 

II. SOLAR P.V PANEL’S INSTALLATION  

 

Solar P.V panels are a common system which are 

used in most of countries to generate electrician. 

These panels are "in flat-p late configurations that are 

typically made from solar cells combined into 

modules that hold about 40 cells." In most of build ing 

depending on situation usually these panels are 

integrate together for generating solar array system. 

This system usually based on single position. 

Although, they are fix on place, they have an ability 

to install on seasonal basis which can move.  

 

 
 

We usually work on solar P.V panel in 3 Scale 

include: utility-scale, commercial, and residential. In  

this article we talk about historic building which is in 

commercial.‖ Commercial systems are smaller and 

may provide power for mult iple or single commercial 

or municipal buildings on campuses, in complexes, 

neighborhoods, or other special districts‖ (Kandt, A., 

Hotchkiss, E., Walker, A., Buddenborg, J., & 

Lindberg, J. 2011). The most important issue in 

designing in this kind of buildingsk is finding a good 

team who knows sustainable methods well 

specifically can calculate the amount of energy which 

need and computing how many solar cell need and 

how fix them in this buildings. 

The ımportant thıngs about splar P.V panels is about :  

1. The amount of electricity energy which produce 

by using 1m2 of panels  

2. The climate of building which use solar panels  

3. The efficiency of panels  

4. The price of panels include buying panels and 

installation of these panels  

5. The place where solar panels install in this 

include façade or roof  

6. The latitude of build ing place which want to use 

solar panels  

7. If panels use in façade, the direction of façade is 

important  

- About 1 Kw electricity generate by 10 m2 of panels 

during 1 hour in the sunny day (Iran Electric 

Company)  

 

III. FIRS T CAS E: FAHLE BUILDING 

 

 
 

My first case study is Fahle building in Estonia. This 

building was design by Koko. Fahle building was 

built in "recent economic boom" period and the 

characteristic of this build ing due to this period. It is a 

building that from an arch itectural point of view was 

ambitious. This building is one of the symbol of roof 

extension historic building. It generate by Glass and 

fortunately this building has not Neighborhood. That 

is why, this buildıng can use sunlight in all d irections. 

The material which use in extension part is glass and 

it completely different from the material which use in 

old build ings. 

 

 
 

This building is used as a commercial and residential 

building, nowadays because "based on KOKO’s 

designs a six-store section with apartments was added 

on top of the old boiler house, on the limestone 

walls". The total area in this buildings is 19,400 m2 

and this building renovation was finished in 2007. 

This building is the first symbol of changing 

historical industrial build ings. 

This building’s roof is about 1600 m
2
 

We can use 80% of roof to install solar panels.  

For this reason: 1600×80% =1280 𝒎𝟐 1280÷10=128 

𝑲𝒘 
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In 1 hour in sunny day 128 Kw electricity generate in 

this building’s roof 

On the other hand, the façade of buildings is covered 

by glass which help to use sunlight for lighting.  

 

IV. S ECOND CAS E: MAS HROTE HOUS E 

 

My second case study is Mashrote House in Iran. 

This building located in a Tabrız cıty. It was buılt ın  

1824. Now this build ing is a famous museum in this 

city. It is near the main old bazar in Tabriz, for this 

reason it is one of the important tourist place in this 

city. This house belonged to a famous people on that 

time and it was a symbol of historic Iran ian house in 

Tabriz. A revolution in Iran that happened during 

made this building and visitors can find some 

elements of it in this heritage. 

 

 
 

This house has an area about 1300m2. This house has 

2 floor and it was built by an arch itecture that name is 

Haj Ali Memar. Th is Building a Has a specific 

interior elements which belong to Iran arch itecture 

elements. 

The roof area of this house is about 584m
2
.  

We can use 75% of this roof for installing solar 

panels.  

For this reason: 584×75%=438𝒎𝟐 

438÷10=43.8 𝑲𝒘 

43.8×12=523.6𝑲𝒘 
In one day in Tabriz climate solar P.V panels can 

generate 523.6 Kw electricity. On contrast, the façade 

of this house cannot change due to specific 

architecture monument. 

 

 
 

V. CONCLUS ION 

 

By using these 2 case study and calculate how much 

electricity generate by using solar P.V panels by them 

we understand that in the other historic buildings like 

them we can use these panels for generating 

electricity from sun. Therefore, we can use the 

environmental and economic benefit by using this 

panels as an integration system. Integration system 

help us for using this panels without any changing in 

this valuable buildings. 
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